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QUESTION 1

Individual users in the Radiology group want to install a variety of third-party tools to analyze the images they use. They
also need to be able to analyze a centrally stored image database that they access remotely. 

Which XenDesktop (FlexCast) model should the architect recommend to achieve this goal? 

A. Hosted shared 

B. Hosted VDI 

C. Streamed VHD 

D. Local VM 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The company is implementing XenDesktop globally for desktop virtualization. 

How should the architect recommend installment of controllers for high availability? 

A. Install two controllers in each datacenter. 

B. Install three controllers in New York and three in London. 

C. Install three controllers in Hong Kong and three in New York. 

D. Install three controllers in New York and three in Oslo. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Why does using SmartAuditor help the company comply with its security policy? 

A. Because it is a centralized, industry-standard log that is easily queried 

B. Because it password-protects the audit logs for added security 

C. Because it uses a standard TCP port 

D. Because it collects logs from multiple devices 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 4

Why should memory consumption above 90% be used to identify bottlenecks? 

A. At least 20% of resources should be available at all times. 

B. XenServer host CPU utilization above 90% causes excessive paging. 

C. XenServer host reserves 20% of all memory for paging. 

D. Running XenCenter will consume 20% of all memory resources. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the benefits of using a hosted shared environment? 

A. It retains the single image management function while allowing users to install applications. 

B. It provides a high level of security while allowing user customization. 

C. It has a low storage performance requirement and high user density. 

D. It delivers low cost and high application compatibility. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

The company is implementing XenDesktop globally for desktop virtualization. 

What is the minimum number of Delivery Controllers that an architect should recommend for high availability? 

A. Two 

B. Four 

C. Six 

D. Nine 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 7



Why should disk and network I/O be used to identify bottlenecks? 

A. Excessive disk and network I/O will slow the creation of new sessions. 

B. Excessive disk and network I/O on the data collector will slow down Web Interface authentication. 

C. Excessive disk and network I/O on the data collector will slow down application enumeration. 

D. Excessive disk and network I/O on the XenApp server will affect the local host cache. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which tool should the architect use in preparation for migration to Windows Server 2012 to determine application
compatibility and suitability for virtualization? 

A. AppDNA 

B. App-V Sequencer 

C. EdgeSight for End Points 

D. Windows Upgrade Advisor 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Why does enabling the Windows Automatic Install Kit help manage the image release process? 

A. Because it automates the Window domain join process 

B. Because it can be configured by DHCP options 

C. Because it performs a scripted Windows installation 

D. Because it automatically deploys the latest drivers and patches 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: The company is designing a cost-efficient environment for the call center workers. The IT department is
replacing the existing thin clients with newer models. What are the benefits of using hosted shared servers and
manually installing the operating system? 

A. Highest user density and lowest cost 



B. Highest level of user personalization 

C. Lowest storage performance requirement and highest user density 

D. Lowest cost and highest application compatibility 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11

How should the architect configure the virtual servers on the two appliances? 

A. Create one virtual server for each appliance and on each appliance bind a session policy to its virtual server, which is
configured in ICA Proxy mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

B. Create one virtual server for each appliance and on each appliance bind a redirection policy to its virtual server,
which is configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

C. Create two virtual servers for each appliance and on each appliance bind a redirection policy to the virtual server(s),
which is configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

D. Create four virtual servers for each appliance and on each appliance bind a session policy to the virtual servers,
which are configured in ICA redirection mode using the datacenter StoreFront server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 12

The company is implementing XenDesktop globally for desktop virtualization. 

How should the architect recommend installment of controllers for high availability? 

A. Install one controller in London and one in Paris 

B. Install one controller in New York and one in Hong Kong. 

C. Install one controller in Hong Kong and one in Tokyo. 

D. Install one controller in New York and one in London. 

Correct Answer: B 
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